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ABSTRACT

Additive manufacturing, also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing, is one of the 
manufacturing process developments that have been integrated into the fourth industrial 
revolution, which is currently embraced globally. Three-dimensional (3D) printing is 
applied in many fields, including the foundry industry. Rapid sand casting is the 3D 
printing method generally used in the foundry industry. This technology offers many 
advantages compared to the conventional methods of producing moulds and cores in sand 
casting. Despite its advantages, rapid sand casting still requires improvement in the 
manufacturing process as well as the quality of the final product. This paper presents a 
theoretical work on a possible application of the Six Sigma methodology as a suitable 
continuous improvement strategy for rapid sand casting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid sand casting, also known as three-dimensional (3D) printing, of sand moulds and 
cores is based on well-established resin bonded casting processes [1]. The additive 
manufacturing techniques for producing sand castings is called rapid sand casting [2]. 3D 
printing has the capability of producing customized moulds, which are then used in the 
traditional sand casting process. The 3D printed moulds and cores result in improved 
profits, productivity and quality [3]. The conventional sand casting processes, which 
include producing moulds with either wood, metal or plastic patterns, have 
disadvantages compared to the later technology. The disadvantages of the conventional 
method include difficulty in producing complex and modified castings quickly. As a result, 
the processes suffer from longer lead times and increased production costs [4]. The 3D 
printing of sand moulds and cores eliminates the pattern-making step in the traditional 
sand casting method resulting in reduced labour costs, shorter lead times and improved 
productivity by directly producing moulds with the required properties at a quicker rate. 
Moreover, the rapid sand casting process can produce sand castings of different sizes and 
geometries.
Additive manufacturing systems that are presently available for sand casting are broken 
down into two categories, namely, powder bed infusion (PBI) and binder jetting (BJ) [5]. 
With powder bed fusion, the print material, which is the sand or any other powdered 
material, is agglomerated using heat from a laser or electron beam to make the part. 
The loose sand around the formed part becomes a support material as the process 
continues [5] [6]. With powder bed fusion, parts are manufactured using one of the 
following techniques: selective laser sintering (SLS), direct metal laser sintering (DLMS), 
selective laser melting (SLM), electron beam melting (EBM), selective heat sintering (SHS) 
or multi-jet fusion (MJF) [5]. All these systems possess different features [3] [7]. In binder 
jetting, the print material is coated with an organic or inorganic binder before it is 
deposited into layers to make the part [5]. Rapid sand casting produces moulds layer by 
layer using a resin-coated sand as a bonding material [4]. Binder jetting utilises the 
following systems: 3D Printing (3DP), ExOne and voxeljet [5]. 3D sand printing is used in 
rapid sand casting and can produce moulds in sizes required by the automotive industry 
[3].

This paper will focus on binder jetting and specifically 3D printing of sand moulds and 
cores. This manufacturing technology offers many advantages for sand moulds and cores 
when compared to conventional methods, including toolless manufacturing of moulds and 
cores accompanied by improved lead times, the superior quality of parts, design 
freedom, and increased production rate [8] [2] [3]. The voxeljet 3D printing technology 
can produce moulds and cores up to 4000 mm x 200 0 mm x 1000 mm in size and can 
improve the production rate of small castings [2].

2. LIMITATIONS OF RAPID SAND CASTING

Although the 3D printing process of sand moulds and cores offers numerous advantages 
over traditional sand casting, the technology still has some limitations in terms of the 
quality of castings. The biggest problem observed in 3D printing of sand moulds and cores 
is the blocking of the 3D printer nozzle by the sticky binder and the prevalence of veining 
defects in the castings produced [2]. The consistency of sand moulds produced by 
commercial 3D equipment in terms of mechanical properties is also a challenge. These 
limitations could produce casting defects. Several studies in South Africa have looked at 
the applicability of the rapid sand casting process as a viable sand casting process for the 
foundry industry. A study by Nyembwe and colleagues [9] assessed the properties of the 
rapid sand casting process using a voxeljet VX1000 3D printer compared to the 
conventional sand casting process. From the study, the tensile and bend strengths from 
3D printing were similar to the strengths obtained using the conventional method [9]. 
The study also found that the rapid sand casting was prone to metal penetration defects, 
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dimensional accuracy and rough surfaces [9]. Another study was also carried out to 
understand the casting defects from the rapid sand casting process using MAGMASOFT® 
software simulations [10]. This study found that poor workmanship was the root cause of 
casting defects in rapid sand casting [10]. More studies are still being carried out to assess 
and validate the applicability of rapid sand casting in foundries.
Process control is required to guarantee quality, consistency and repeatability in this 
technology but it is rather difficult to exercise process control and modelling in additive 
manufacturing [7]. Six Sigma framework is a statistical and project-orientated 
methodology for eliminating defects and deficiencies, and reducing variability in 
processes and products [11]. Six Sigma framework as a statistical model assesses a 
process in terms of defects and deficiencies [12]. This work provides a theoretical 
framework for the application of the Six Sigma technique to rapid sand casting in order 
to address the current limitation of the process. From the available literature, it is 
evident that an understanding of the rapid sand casting process parameters is required 
in order to deal with these limitations.

3. SIX SIGMA FRAMEWORK 

Six Sigma is a statistically driven methodology for process improvement that seeks to 
eliminate variations in business processes using data control methods [13]. Six Sigma 
focuses on business performance improvement through quality initiatives using the basic 
tools of quality [14]. The objectives of Six Sigma are to eliminate features that affect 
productivity, profit and the meeting customers' requirements [15]. Six Sigma is seen as a 
well-structured method for refining the quality of processes and products [16]. The Six 
Sigma technique should be in line with the organisational strategy and must be able to 
satisfy customer specifications [14]. Six Sigma is a proven method that seeks to pinpoint 
and eradicate deficiencies and imperfections in business processes by focusing on those 
process features that are important to the customer [16]. Six Sigma is an important 
technique for attaining competitive advantage [11]. The basic principle of the Six Sigma 
technique is to increase the sigma level/ability of an organization by applying statistical 
tools and approaches [17]. The quality improvement tools are incorporated into the Six 
Sigma framework for business improvement called DMAIC (Define–Measure-Analyse-
Improve-Control). Table 1 shows the Six Sigma framework and explanation of each step. 
Every Six Sigma technique project carried out in an organization follows this framework 
to achieve the bottom-line objectives [18].

Table 1: The Six Sigma framework.

Stages  of Six Sigma Explanation of the Stages 

Define
Define the improvement goals based on customers’ needs.  Map out 
the process to identify the customer (internal and external). Define 
the critical-to-quality items in the process and in the business. Align 
the critical-to-quality items of both the process and business then 
create the project Chatter.

Measure
Measure the existing processes. Establish a means to monitor the 
activities necessary to achieve the set goals in the previous stage. In 
this phase, the current performance of the process is outlined and 
the current state of the business is understood.

Analyse
Analyse the current process to comprehend problems and their 
causes. In this phase, the process capability of the process is 
calculated. The process layout and flow are also analysed. The cause-
and-effect diagram is used to map the causes and their effects. 
Variables that are increasing variations in the process are analysed.

Improve
Improves processes by detecting and showing solutions to the 
problems. In this phase, possible solutions are determined and 
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This framework increases the likelihood of identifying problems and their causes, enables 
accurate collection of data about the problem and increases the chances of finding 
solutions [14]. The purpose of the Six Sigma framework is to enhance quality and improve 
productivity through process control and customer feedback [16]. The quality tools 
applied in the Six Sigma framework include, but are not limited to process mapping, 
project charts, control charts, brainstorming, Pareto charts, cause and effect diagrams 
and histograms. These tools are used to collect and analyse data and they are also used 
to present the final data during the implementation process. It is important to understand 
the requirements of the customer in relation to the process. The applicability of Six 
Sigma to rapid sand casting will first require an understanding of the process 
requirements and their effect on the final casting. This includes understanding the 
process parameters and their properties.

4. APPLICATION OF THE SIX SIGMA FRAMEWORK TO RAPID SAND CASTING

The methodology of this theoretical paper involves two process chains including the AM 
and the Six Sigma framework. The additive manufacturing process is broken down into 
its elementary steps and studied in detail. Figure 1 shows the steps involved in a typical 
additive manufacturing process. This process chain is also applicable to rapid sand 
casting. Figure 2 illustrates the steps involved in the Six Sigma framework.

prioritized. The problem-causing factors are eliminated in the 
process. The  possible failures of the possible solution are studied 
using the Failure Mode and Effect Analysis ( FMEA)

Control
The improved processes are controlled by standardization and 
ongoing monitoring. The main purpose of this phase is to maintain the 
improved process, ensure that new problems are quickly identified 
and solved to maintain the improvements.
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The first step in the Six Sigma framework, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, is to define. 
This stage includes defining the rapid sand casting process parameters that could be 
affecting the quality of the final castings. Since we are focusing on the rapid sand casting 
process, the process properties associated with the final casting are of interest. A study 
by Chang'an and Wenbo [4] pointed out that the quality of mould and castings in rapid 
sand casting is influenced by the concentration and the quantity of the resin sprayed 
during production, the quantity of the curing agent and the printing layer thickness [4]. 
While Sivarupan and colleagues [19] found that, the printing parameters also affect the 
quality of the final castings. It is therefore important to understand both the printer 
properties and the print material properties in order to enhance the technique [19]. In 
this case, Six Sigma can be applied to understand the effect of the input material on the 
output. The second phase of Six Sigma is measure.

In this phase, relevant data about the process parameters are collected and measured. 
The focus is on the process parameters that could affect the quality of the final casting. 
In the measuring phase, the properties of the sand, the binder and the printing machine 
need to be understood. A study by Ramakrishan colleagues [21], acknowledged that the 
quality of the printed parts is influenced by a series of parameters in rapid sand casting 
such as part positioning in the machine, the nature of the binder and the sand 
specifications [21]. Moreover, Hackney and Wooldridge [3], studied the relationship 
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Fig 2: Six Sigma frameworkFig 1: Additive manufacturing 
process chain [20]
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between the 3D printing machine built-in factors, such as print resolution and z-height, 
including the binder and activator ratios on sand part casting ability features [3]. The 
study found that these characteristics influenced quality in rapid sand casting.  
Understanding the effect of the rapid sand casting process parameters and their 
properties will provide an operational definition in which the data collected is understood 
and its importance outlined for the rapid sand casting. Most importantly, the measure 
phase of the Six Sigma framework provides a common language for understanding the 
process by knowing the required data to collect, how to collect it and how to interpret 
it. 

The measuring phase is followed by the analysing phase. This phase identifies the gap 
between the actual and the desired outcomes of the process. In the analysing phase, the 
causes of inefficiencies in the manufacturing process are outlined in order to understand 
the improvement opportunities. The tools used in this phase include, but are not limited 
to the cause and effect diagram, the histogram, the five whys and the scatter plots.
The improving phase provides improvement suggestions after verifying the root causes of 
process inefficiencies. Action plans and the details of what needs to be done as well as 
how to perform them is outlined and the implementation of the solutions is carried out. 
The final phase is the control phase. In this phase, the implementation results are 
evaluated and the progress is monitored and maintained. 
The Six Sigma framework is a viable method for process improvement in manufacturing 
processes because it utilizes a prescribed methodology and different quality tools at 
different stages of the framework to improve the process. Improvement in the Six Sigma 
framework is achieved by appropriately identifying manufacturing process deficiencies, 
removing the causes of deficiencies and minimizing process variation.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a possible application of Six Sigma DMAIC methodology to rapid sand 
casting. The association of this quality improvement framework to sand casting has 
several potential benefits for the quality of castings and the large-scale adoption of 3D 
printing in the local foundry industry. The paper focused on how Six Sigma can be applied 
to rapid sand casting to combat the current limitations. The paper presents adequate 
information. This quality technique can be applied in the foundry industry for 3D printing 
process improvement provided all process and machine parameters are attended to. 
Future work includes the implementation of the framework to validate the impact 
concerning the outlined limitations of the process.
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